
Dealer Guide 
 
 
  

•Retail security gate solutions  
•Industrial security gate solutions  

•Institutional security gate solutions  
•Access control security gate solutions  



Storefront Security Gates 

 
Our tubular steel security gates are strong and decorative, so they’ll stop 

break-ins while continuing to provide a welcoming appearance to 
customers. All of our gates and folding window security grills come in a 

hard shell, high-gloss baked epoxy coating that is made to last. When not in 
use, our security gates can be neatly folded away to 15% their full size.  



Protecting warehouses and manufacturing 
Facilities 

 
SAFE AND SECURE VENTILATION. 

HIGHLY VISIBLE POWDER COATED YELLOW SEURITY GATES 
HELP PREVENT FALLS AND PROVIDE  SECURITY AGAINST 

 UNWANTED INTRUDERS 



Secure Shipping Areas 

Protect shipping receiving areas with Xpanda tubular steel folding gates. 
Fixed mounted or completely mobile. 

All our products are powder coated finish, Safety Yellow, White Gray or Black 
Quick delivery & Simple to install. 

http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/trade/cargo_security/ctpat/


Man Door Security Gates 

 
The Xpanda Double Diamond Heavy Duty Retractable Door Gate is 

designed to secure emergency exit doors inside the rear of retail stores, 
manufacturing and warehouses.  

 
Due to the fact that thieves can easily go unnoticed outside the back entry 
doors. Many facilities, exit doors tend to be more vulnerable to break-ins. 
Thieves have all the time in the world to “work their magic” on doors and 

locks in order to gain entry.  

 

Double Diamond Security Gates provide maximum 
protection for man doors and emergency exits  

 
Double diamond webbing and the L206 locking post prevent the 

hands from accessing the thumb-turn when the security gate is in the 
locked position.  



Racking Security Gates 

The goal is to make it significantly more difficult for valuable and sensitive 
inventory or merchandise from been stolen off the racking system.  

Easy to use diamond pattern scissor gates with slam locks provide key 
control and access control as well as a visual,  to help reduce shrinkage 

Internal theft, is shrinkage companies cannot afford. 



Xpanda Gate Details 



Technical Specifications  
 

 

Technical Specifications  
 
All steel used in our products is Carbon Controlled by ISO 9002 Standards  

 
Lattice  
½” x ½” Tubular steel cold rolled sections, with a carbon content on 
0.60% to ensure maximum strength world wide  
 
Channels  
Steel sections hot rolled into U- channels with a carbon content of 
0.10% for superior strength.  
 
Rivets  
Aluminum alloy with a 3.5% manganese content for maximum strength.  
 
Fittings  
All moving parts and components are made from glass filled Nylon 6.  
 
Finish  
Products are polyester coated using top quality powder with UV 
resistant capability. The electrostatic process is use to ensure consistent 
coverage.  
 
Warranty  
24 months against defective materials & workmanship  



Size and order sheet 



Mobile-Portable Access Control 

Mobile or portable scissor style gates are powder coated steel tubing, that are riveted 
back to back and are attached to end channels, and expands when opened and closed. 
The folding gates are mounted to 22” steel base trolley with two heavy duty casters for 
stable and ease of mobility. 

 No restrictions or limitations to the span that these mobile units can secure. Small 
individual portable units can open from 14” to 120”, each unit can be easily joined 
together to unlimited lengths. Slam Locks or l206 locking posts may be used to 
separate the units from each other to allow for access as well as ease of mobility and 
storage. 



Want To Become a Dealer 

If you are looking to expand your 

product line and services, talk to us. 

 

We offer quality products 

exceptional service. 

 

Or are you interested to do 

installation work for us? 

Call us today to discuss our dealer and 

installation opportunities. 

 

1-800-835-0214 


